Kalyn Siebert Launches VersaMAXX™ – Low-Profile Bus/Large
Vehicle Transport and Recovery Trailer
Gatesville, TX – (September 26, 2017) – Premium heavy-duty trailer manufacturer
Kalyn Siebert has announced production of a new low-profile trailer designed specifically
for large vehicle transport and recovery operations in metros and locations that demand
the utmost in capacity, versatility, maneuverability and ease of use.
The VersaMAXX™ trailer features a 100,000-lb-capacity and an adjustable hydraulic
removable gooseneck (HRG), along with two 20,000-lb-capacity winches with wireless
remotes that make single-operator loading possible. Designed to meet the demands of
low approach angles in loading and providing a low deck height to accommodate taller
vehicles, the new VersaMAXX™ offers a low 22-inch deck height while still providing six
inches of ground clearance.
“This trailer makes operations of this kind possible—as well as safe and efficient. All
designed around a single operator,” said Jake Radish, Kalyn Siebert President. “Having
the durability and reliability of a premium Kalyn Siebert trailer and knowing it can recover
large vehicles with low loading approaches and transport them safely with a low overall
height is what VersaMAXX™ is all about.”
Because of these features, VersaMAXX™ will appeal to a range of operators
transporting buses, construction equipment, fire and rescue equipment, class A
motorhomes, trucks or any combination of the above.
The VersaMAXX™ trailer will be shown at the Baltimore Tow Show, Booth 1197,
November, 17-19, 2017. For more information about the VersaMAXX™ trailer, visit
KalynSiebert.com.
ABOUT KALYN SIEBERT
Kalyn Siebert, a subsidiary of EnTrans International, LLC, is a global manufacturer of
specialty trailers, distributing products through a network of dealers located throughout
North America. Kalyn Siebert engineers and manufactures its line of specialized trailers
in Gatesville, Texas, exceeding the toughest standards in the industry by delivering
maximum strength at low tare weights, low maintenance costs, long service life and the
highest possible return on investment. Customers requiring proven, heavy-duty solutions
in the Transportation, Construction, Oil/Gas and Military/Defense markets rely on the
Kalyn Siebert Advantage to protect their payloads and investments.
www.KalynSiebert.com
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